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Getting Started

Chapter 1 - Introduction
Flickering is a common problem in time-lapse or stop motion footage captured using a digital
still camera. Frame by frame variations in lighting or in exposure lead to perceptible brightness
fluctuations, or flicker.
GBDeflickerApp is a Windows application that removes time-lapse flicker.
GBDeflickerApp processes all images in a folder and writes the deflickered images to a new
folder. It can process files with the following formats: JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, CR2, and TIFF.
GBDeflicker cannot process a movie file; it processes a sequence of image files. It can optionally
make a “quick look” preview movie, but it is not intended to be a substitute for a movie file
created by a full-featured non-linear editor Quicktime Pro, Premiere Elements, Adobe After
Effects, or Adobe Premiere.

System Requirements






Windows 7, Vista, XP (home or professional)
Memory: 256MB minimum, 1GB recommended
Hard Disk: 500MB minimum
Processor: 1GHz minimum
.Net Framework 2.0 - GBDeflicker requires Microsoft .Net Framework 2.0, which is part
of Windows 7 and Vista. If you are using Windows XP, the GBDeflicker installer will ask
permission to install .Net 3.5 (a superset of 2.0).

Sources of Flicker
There six primary sources of time-lapse flicker.

Cause #1 - Aperture flicker
Remedy - Use a smaller f-number
Because the camera iris is a mechanical device, there are differences in the exact size of the
aperture for successive actuations. These small differences in aperture result in frame-to-frame
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luminance variations that show up as flicker when played back. Aperture flicker seems to be less
evident with smaller f-numbers (larger apertures).

Split image of two successive frames

The left and right halves of the image above are from two successive frames captured three
seconds apart with the same camera settings. The right half is noticeably brighter than the left
half. I loaded both images into Photoshop and compared the histograms. They looked almost
identical, but had mean values that differed by 4.5 percent (77.50 versus 81.01). Although the
clouds did move a tiny bit between these images, it is not enough to account for that large of a
difference. Nothing passed in front of the sun, and the sun's light output did not vary between
the shots.
How can a digital camera produce brightness variations in successive images of the same subject
with identical camera settings? You would expect a digital device to give identical results from
identical settings; but that is not the case.
A DSLR camera is not electronic. Its iris is mechanical and mechanical devices have intrinsically
limited precision and repeatability. For each shutter press, the camera activates a mechanical
device that moves the iris to the desired aperture. The aperture cannot be exactly the same size
every time because of friction and other factors so there are differences in exposure. You would
expect a higher quality camera to have a more precise aperture mechanism.

Cause #2 - Shutter flicker
Remedy - Use a slower shutter speed
DSLR cameras also have a mechanical shutter, so there will be differences in the exact duration
of the shutter for successive actuations. These small differences in duration result in frame-to-
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frame luminance variations and produce flicker. Using a slower shutter speed is better because
a small timing error is less apparent with longer shutter times

Cause #3 - Av stepping
Remedy - Use a constant Av value
Typical camera Av settings are spaced at 1/3 stop intervals (f4, f4.5, f5.0, f5.6). As the Av value is
changed, there are small steps in the luminance because of the changes in the amount of light
passing through the iris.

Cause #4 - Tv stepping
Remedy - Use bulb exposure if possible
Typical camera Tv settings are spaced at 1/3 stop intervals (1/10, 1/13, 1/15, 1/20 etc.). As the
Tv value is changed, there are small steps in the luminance because of the changes in the
amount of light passing through the shutter. Because bulb exposure times can be set with a
precision of 1/1000 of a second (2.100, 2.101, 2.102, etc.), smaller, more gradual changes
produce less flicker.

Above is a screen shot from GBDeflicker showing the luminance graph during a daylight-to-night
time-lapse. The first part of the graph shows a “saw-tooth” luminance pattern as the Tv value
was stepped down in 1/3 f-stop increments. After switching to Bulb mode, the luminance curve
is smooth.
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Cause #5 - Natural flicker
A time-lapse video of passing clouds may include shadows being cast on the ground. Although
the sky may have a slowly changing luminance, the luminance of the ground may fluctuate
rapidly because of the shadows.
Remedy: Use GBDeflicker sub-rectangle If there is unnatural flicker in the sky it can be removed
by using GBDeflicker to analyze only a sub-rectangle of the sky in each image.

Cause #6 - Lighting flicker
Any artificial lighting that is connected to the power grid can produce flicker. The 60Hz (or 50Hz)
power frequency produces a corresponding fluctuation in the light output of the lamps.
Fluorescent lamps are the worst. From Wikipedia, "Fluorescent lamps which operate directly
from mains frequency AC will flicker at twice the mains frequency, since the power being
delivered to the lamp drops to zero twice per cycle. This means the light flickers at 120 times per
second (Hz) in countries which use 60-cycle-per-second (60 Hz) AC, and 100 times per second in
those which use 50 Hz."
Incandescent lamps also flicker. The light produced by the lamp depends on the current flowing
through the filament. Since the current is varying with a sine wave, the light output will vary
with a sine wave too. Lamps with larger filaments have more thermal mass and produce less
variation. In general, lamps in Europe show more flicker because they use thinner filaments to
match the higher grid voltage.
Remedy - Use long exposure - An exposure time much longer than the power frequency will
help average out the light fluctuations.
Remedy - Avoid fluorescent lighting - The most obvious is fluorescent lighting with flickering
that is apparent to the naked eye.

Clipping - The bane of deflickering
GBDeflicker works very well as long as there isn’t any significant clipping of the image data.
Clipping occurs when some image pixels are at the maximum possible value. This part of the
image is likely overexposed resulting in loss of image information.
When pixels values are clipped, the histogram cannot be shifted correctly because there is no
way to calculate the corrected value of an overexposed pixel.
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Looking at the graph above, it’s not possible to know what the blue channel should look like if it
were shifted to the left. The clipped information has been lost.
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Chapter 2 - Getting started
Install GBDeflicker
Download and run the installer package. It copies all necessary files into the folder “C:/Program
Files/Granite Bay Software/GBDeflickerApp”.
If you are running Windows XP, the installer may need to install Microsoft’s .Net Framework.
This can take several minutes to install. Please be patient.

Start GBDeflicker
GBDeflicker starts in a free trial mode where the output images are watermarked. To remove
the watermark, purchase a license and activate the license with a serial number. Activation
helps protect unauthorized use and copying of our software.

License Activation
Activation of the license requires a purchased serial number. To activate the license, select the
Help/Activate License menu option and enter the email address for your purchase, the order
number, and the serial number.

Figure 2-1 Product Activation Form

Complete the form and click the Activate button.
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Chapter 3 Basic Tutorial
First, please follow this hyperlink and watch this short demo video on YouTube
GBDeflicker Application Demo Video
To get started, follow these steps to deflicker your first project.

Step 1: Choose an input folder




Start GBDeflicker.
In the Input group box, set the “Only files of type” to match the type of files in your
image folder.
Click the Browse button and select the image folder.

Example: A folder of 517 JPEG images are in the input folder. The folder was scanned and image
data was gathered from the EXIF data.

Step 2: Review the input



Click the Play/Pause button to watch for flickering in the preview window
Observer the histogram and the luminance graph during playback
Page
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Flicker is indicated by variations in the image brightness and shown in the luminance
graph as “bumps” in the yellow input luminance curve
Decide if deflickering needs to be performed on the images

Step 3: Analyze the input





Click the Analyze button in the Actions group
The input files are read from disk and small preview bitmaps are created and stored in a
temporary folder.
A default keyframe is automatically added at the beginning of the clip and set to
“Smoothing” mode
There should be a smooth green curve over the yellow input luminance curve in the
luminance graph. If not, adjust the keyframe count until the green desired luminance
line becomes a smooth approximation to the yellow input luminance graph.

Example: A keyframe smoothing count of 24 produces a smooth green desired luminance curve
in the luminance graph.

Step 4: Preview



Check the split screen checkbox in the preview group
Click the Preview button in the Actions group
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The deflicker process is applied to the temporary bitmaps and the results are displayed
in the input and output panes of the preview window.
Click the Play/Pause button and observe the deflickered output

The default settings normally produce a satisfactory result. If not, experiment with the other
deflicker options and add keyframes as needed. This is an iterative process that you will come to
understand better with experience.

Example: After previewing the input and output images are shown in the Preview window. The
black curve in the luminance graph shows the actual output luminance computed from the
output images.

Step 5: Experiment
There are three deflicker options: Linear, shift and gamma correction. Linear correction is the
default option, but the other two may produce a better result. If linear does not deflicker to
your satisfaction, check the “Use shift correction” option and look at the preview again. If that is
still not satisfactory, check “Use gamma corrections” and look at the preview.

Step 6: Render
Click the Render button in the Actions group.
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The deflicker process is applied to the full sized images in the input folder and the output images
are saved to the output folder. If the output folder is blank the output is saved in a folder within
the same parent folder as the input.
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Chapter 4 - User Interface
Please watch the tutorials at GraniteBaySoftware.com. It’s the best way to see how to use
GBDeflicker.

Main Window

Figure 4-1 Main Window

Input Group – Controls to specify which folders and images to use for input
Options Group – Controls how the images are processed
Actions Group – Controls the actions needed to produce the deflickered output
Output Group – Controls to specify the output folder and output options
Preview – Controls for previewing selected images before and after deflickering
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Input Group
The input group controls are used to select the input images.

Figure 4-2 Input group controls

Folder
The current input folder, press the Browse button to change. Or, drag a folder of images from
your desktop on to the program window.
Only files of type
Only input folders of this matching type. Only JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, CR2, and TIFF can be processed
by GBDeflicker.
Contents
Summarizes the contents of the input folder.
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Options Group

Figure 4-3 Option group controls

Histogram Graph
The histogram graph shows the histogram for the current frame in the clip. Red, green and blue
color channels are shown along with the overall luminance histogram in white.

Figure 4-4 The histogram graph

The input (before filtering) mean luminance value is shown in yellow in the upper left corner of
the graph. It is also shown as a yellow triangle on the graph. If there is any clipping in the
frame, the degree of clipping in each channel is shown in the upper right corner of the graph.
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Figure 4-5 The histogram graph after previewing

After previewing, the histogram is displayed differently. It shows the overall input luminance
outlined in yellow and the overall output luminance outlined in black. As you can see in the
above example, the output luminance has been shifted to the left (darker) of the input
luminance. The green triangle indicates the output mean luminance value.
Luminance Graph
The luminance graph shows the mean luminance value at each point in the duration of the clip.
The input luminance is shown as a yellow line, the desired luminance as a green line, and the
output luminance as a black line.
The variance numbers are an indication of the amount of flicker. They are not truly a measure of
the flicker, but they offer a guide as to the effectiveness of the deflicker process.
The red line corresponds to the currently selected frame.

Figure 4-6: The luminance graph

Histogram Options

Show input
Clicking “Show input” draws the input histogram (before deflickering).
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The histogram is computed for a sub rectangle of the image. When this is checked, the subrectangle is drawn over the input image in the preview window. (See below).
R, G and B
These three options control overlays of the red, green and blue histogram components.

Show output
Clicking “Show output histogram” overlays the output histogram (after deflickering) on the input
giving an indication of how GBDeflicker altered the image to remove the flicker. This must be
checked in order to see the black output line in the luminance graph.

Use Sub-rectangle
Sometimes a clip has some normal (or wanted) fluctuations in luminance along with some
unwanted flickering. It the example below, the clouds cast variable shadows on the ground –
you don’t want to eliminate those shadows because it is part of the scene. The sub-rectangle is
chosen and set to encompass the sky – this will eliminate flickering in the sky brightness, but not
the ground.
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Figure 4-7 Image sub-rectangle

To change the sub-rectangle, drag one or both of its corners.
Scale
Clicking the scale checkbox, draws all histogram components to the same vertical scale. This can
help when comparing input and output histograms.
Luminance Options

Zoom
Checking this box expands the vertical scale so the luminance variation is more noticeable.

Favor brighter
When this is checked, the brighter part of the histogram is more heavily weighted. The
unchecked value is generally better. Try checking this if you are not getting a good result.
Keyframe Options
The keyframe group contains other deflicker controls that can change over the span of a clip.
The controls in this group are enabled after the project images have been analyzed.
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By default there is one keyframe at the beginning of the clip. It specifies the deflicker method up
until the next keyframe. If there are no other keyframes, it specifies the deflicker method for the
entire clip.

Figure 4-8: The keyframe group controls

In most cases, the default keyframe will produce a good result.
Method
Three deflickering methods are available: Smoothing, linear, and unchanged. The example
shows a clip with three keyframes, one of each method. Each keyframe is marked with a
diamond, the selected keyframe is shown with a red diamond.

Figure 4-9: A luminance graph with 3 keyframes

Unchanged Method
No deflickering is performed and the output image is identical to the input image. In the
example above, the 1st keyframe uses the “Unchanged” method so that the desired luminance is
identical to the input luminance. This method was used because there was no apparent flicker in
this section of the clip.
Linear Method
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The output luminance is set to a fixed value as interpolated between the “Value” of the
keyframe and the “Value” of the next keyframe. The Keyframes method is generally best when
the luminance graph is flat or uniformly increasing or decreasing.

In the example above, the 2nd keyframe uses the “Linear“ method beginning with a value of
“88.21” and a spread of “49.92”. The default spread value is the spread of the input frame,
normally the best choice. The desired luminance follows a straight line until the next keyframe.
Smoothing Method
The output luminance is set to the moving average of the input luminance. The number of
values in the moving average is set by the “Count”. The Smoothing method is generally best
when the luminance graph varies.

In the example above, the 3rd keyframe uses the “Smoothing” method with a count of 30. The
green shows a smoothly varying desired luminance.
Correction Options
Linear correction
Flicker is removed by applying a linear luminance correction curve to the input image. Linear is
best in most cases.
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Shift correction
Flicker is removed by applying a shift plus a linear correction curve to the input pixels. The shift
is based on the difference between the input and desired luminance values. The linear
correction is based on the difference between the input and desired ‘spread’ values. The spread
is a measure of the histogram width.

When you choose the “shift correction” option, the histogram displays the luminance and
spread values. The luminance is the mean value of the histogram and the spread is the standard
deviation. If you use a linear keyframe, you can set the desired spread value as well as the
desired luminance value. Normally, the default spread value is best.
Gamma correction
Flicker is removed by applying a gamma luminance correction.
Minimize clipping at
If there is a significant amount of clipping in the images, linear correction may introduce some
unwanted artifacts. This may be apparent when previewing the output. Check this box to
minimize the artifacts and adjust the value to get a good result. The clipping value is a percent of
full brightness.

Actions Group
There are four steps in the deflicker process: Scan, Analyze, Preview and Render.

Figure 4-10: The actions group controls

Scan
Scan quickly looks at each image and gathers approximate histogram and luminance values.
Scan is enabled after the input folder has been chosen. It reads the embedded thumbnail
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information within the EXIF section of JPEG files. If the images are not JPEG, it gathers the more
accurate information of the Analyze step.
Changing any one of these items will cause the input to be re-scanned:





The input folder
The analyze within sub-rectangle checkbox
The sub-rectangle
The favor brighter regions checkbox

Analyze
Analyze reads the image files and creates smaller bitmap copies. It computes an accurate
histogram from the bitmap and then stores the bitmaps and histograms in a temporary folder. It
also computes in the desired luminance based upon the keyframe values. If the input has been
previously analyzed, the bitmaps and histograms from the earlier analysis are used.
Analyze is enabled after the input folder has been scanned. After analyzing, the green desired
luminance line is displayed in the luminance graph.
Changing any one of these items will cause the input to be re-analyzed





Add or remove a keyframe
The smoothing method of any keyframe
The count of any keyframe
The value of any keyframe

Preview
Preview performs the deflicker process on the small temporary bitmaps. After previewing, check
the “Split screen” checkbox to see the input and output images in the Preview window.
Preview is enabled after the input folder has been analyzed.
Render
The Render action processes the full sized input images and writes the output images to the
output folder. In the Project options you can specify the file format of the output images.
Render is enabled after the input folder has been previewed.

Output Group
The output group controls where re-sequenced images are written. Other output controls are
available in the Project Settings menu.
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Figure 4-11: The output group controls

Folder
Specify where the deflickered files will be copied. If the folder is blank, an output directory is
created in the same parent folder as the input folder. To avoid overwriting the input files, the
output folder cannot be inside of the input folder.
Browse
Use the Browse button to change the output folder.
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Preview Group
The preview group controls the display of the input and output images. The preview window
shows a small copy of the selected image along with information about the image. Showing a
small copy is much faster and uses less memory than showing a higher resolution image.

Figure 4-12: The preview group controls

The upper left of the display shows information about the selected image. This info either comes
from the JPEG EXIF data or from a file named ImageLog.xml (saved with images captured using
GBTimelapse).
Trackbar
Drag the trackbar left or right to change the selected image.
Play/Pause
Toggles playback of the images. The playback rate can be changed in the Tools/Options menu.
Split Screen
The Split screen checkbox switches between the image preview and the settings graph.
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The output preview image is not available until
after the project has been previewed.

After previewing, the input and output images
are displayed.

If the deflicker options have changed, the
preview image is not valid until the project is
previewed again.
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Show settings graph
If Show Settings is checked, the Luminance, Tv, Av, and ISO history is drawn in four stacked
graphs. This info is gathered from EXIF data stored in the input JPEG files. If the input files are
not in JPEG format, only the luminance graph is valid.

The top graph shows the
luminance of each frame in
the input sequence. The
yellow curve is the mean
luminance value. The red,
green, and blue curves are the
peak values in the red, green
and blue channels. These RGB
curves indicate regions of
clipping. In the example
above, you can see the blue
channel begins to clip about
one third the way into the
sequence.

When both boxes are
checked, you can scrub the
trackbar or Play the sequence
to correlate graph data with
the image.
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Make Video
At any time you can make a “quick look” video . It is designed to be a “quick look” at your timelapse. It is not designed to replace the output of a video editing program such as Adobe After
Effects or Premiere Pro.

There are three video source choices:
1) Using thumbnails – this is the quickest but the lowest resolution option.
2) Using input images – the video is made from the input bitmaps created by
GBDeflicker during the Analyze phase. The resolution can be changed in the
Tools/Options menu.
3) Using preview images – the video is made from the deflickered preview images
created in the Preview phase. The resolution is also set in the Tools/Options menu.
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Chapter 5 - Project Menu
You can save all the current input and output settings in a project file.

Project Settings

Figure 5-1: The project settings

File type & Jpeg quality
Specify the file format of the deflickered output files. If the type is JPEG, the indicated Jpeg
quality will be used.
Overwrite existing output files
If not checked, output files of the same name will be overwritten. Use this option carefully to
avoid overwriting files you want to keep.
Renumber output files
If checked, the output files will be named beginning with “Img_00001.”.
Overlay histogram
The output histogram will be superimposed on the output image.
Overlay camera settings
The Tv, Av, and ISO values will be superimposed on the output image.
Overlay date & time
The image capture date and time will be superimposed on the output image.
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Chapter 6 Tools Menu
Options Sub Menu
Options are GBDeflicker settings that apply to all projects.
Main Options

Figure 6-1 Main Options Window

Default project directory
Where project files will be stored. The default location depends on which version of Windows
you are running. Change this value to relocate the project folder.
Load most recent project
Check this box to save a step if you are working on the same project repeatedly. The most
recent project file will be loaded when GBDeflicker is started.
Maximum recent projects
The number of recent projects to remember in the Project Menu.
Default output folder
Where deflickered files are saved, normally blank. When this value is blank, output images are
saved in a folder in the same parent folder as the input folder.
Allow file overwrite
Existing output files may be overwritten when deflickered images are saved to disk.
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Preview Options
A preview image is created for each frame in the input sequence. Preview images are stored in a
temporary folder on disk and swapped into RAM memory as needed. Together the preview
image width and memory buffer size determine how many preview images can be kept in RAM
memory. A larger number increases the program’s responsiveness, but not it’s effectiveness.

Figure 6-2 Preview Options Window

Preview frame rate
The speed in frames per second to play the preview images
Preview image width
The width in pixels of the preview image - The default width of 320 pixels is sufficient for
accurate deflicker analysis. Wider values may give higher resolution previews, but require much
more memory. Doubling the preview width requires eight times the memory and takes eight
times longer to analyze and preview.
Memory Image buffer
The amount of RAM memory (in megabytes) to allocate for preview images - A number too large
may result in an out of memory error on your computer. A value of 500MB is typical for a
computer with 2GB of RAM.
Memory Maximum number
The maximum number of images to analyze in the input folder - A number too large may result
in an out of memory error on your computer. A value of 5000 is typical for a computer with 2GB
of RAM.
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Chapter 7 Help Menu
Although GBDeflicker checks for a valid license when it first starts, it also provides a way to
manage your product license from the menu.
If a valid license is not found on startup, this dialog is displayed.

Activate License Sub Menu
Use the Activate License submenu to manage your license. Use Activate with a purchased serial
number as well as the email address and order number for your purchase .
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